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                   Using Data Recovery Advisor 

Oracle developed RMAN(Recovery Manager) technologies but sometimes not enough for DBA(database 

administration).If you are dba ,you will become alone because system will break any time so it is too terrible for 

DBA.So I investigate about using Data Recovery Advisor,this DBAs friendly… 

Oracle’s dba must know backup and recovery skills ,it is usefull product for oracle,  

unfortunately it is not easy for dba.Day to day every database will have problem so it is not predictable and Dba should this problem 

,but firtly dba must see “what is the problem for this situation”.it is a answers for question .only a way  for this situation ,it is 

DRA(Data Recovery Advisor).this is important for 

 Senior Dba 

 Juniour Dba 

 System Administer 

 

1. Enter the Oracle Data Recovery Advisor 

Oracle Data Recovery Advisor area is divided 3 part… 
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 Advise  

 Failure System 

1.1.Advise 

This point is very very important  for DBA because if system DBA or administer want how can I repair this problem 

,this person should understand  this side because if a system media failure,you can see this on oracle command line it 

is simple for dba. 

P.S.:System will become RMAN position… 

$ rman target system/[system password] 

After or not  

$rman  

After 

You will call the database on RMAN 

 

Now we see how can we take the advise on oracle system… 

RMAN>advise failure; 
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This command will show to you about as manuel check list and  repair options.This side is very important because 

this information should understand by DBA… 

1.2.Failure System   

This system is base of DRA(Database Recovery Area),so this system show to you about list of failure or how can you 

repair  with RMAN,this part is divided three parts 

You will write command for list of failure 

RMAN>list failure; 

Another thing if you want repair of failure ,you will write below code… 

RMAN>repair failure; 

So system will repair itself but system will ask to you  as“you want this repair ”,you will solve this problem with after pushed yes or 

no. 

  

 

References:Rman Receipes for oracle 11g.Author:Darl Khun ,Sam Alapati,Arup Nanda 
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